Re-Pressurization System
Model 1UU169

Hydro Engineering Inc Re-Pressurizations Systems are accessories to Hydrokleen water filtration and recycling systems, providing filtered water to additional processes. Model 1UU169, based on option selection, can provide up to 20GPM and 45 PSI.

Re-pressurized water can be used in wash down applications and well as supplying down steam equipment with required recycled water.

Standard
• 40PSI @ 14GPM, 1HP, 120 Volt

Options
• 40PSI @ 20GPM, 1HP, 230 Volt Single Phase
• Current Sensor
• Floor Mount Stand
• 110/210 Gallon Tank Connections
• 500/1000 Gallon Tank Connections
• Discharge Filter(High Capacity)
• Plumbing To Hydroblaster
• 50’ Hose and Spray Nozzle

Specifications
Refer to attached Specification Drawings (11/18/22)